
 

WITHIN 

Choreographic Intent   
‘Choreographing Within has been a very different experience from my last few works. It has been about delving into 

the self and exploring our deepest emotions, however disturbing they may be. Needless to say, the process of 

creating it has sometimes been almost too close for comfort. That is the journey I invite you to take with us. 

When I began conceptualising the piece, I re-visited mythological stories in the context of the social turmoil of our 

times. Mythological stories such as Brahma’s desire for his own daughter and the Shiva Shakti relationship. The 

constant onslaught of violence, the religious, social and political struggles that surrounds us needed to be 

questioned. Eventually these have become the subterranean stream that feeds the work leaving Within both 

‘knotted’ up in our emotions and ‘unwrapped’ of them. Using the metaphor of the mirror in the second half, one felt 

compelled to see the truth of the J. Krishnamurti quote, ‘To understand yourself you must create a mirror that 

reflects accurately what you are … Only in the understanding of what is, is there freedom from what is.’ In doing so, I 

found myself inspired by the emptiness and eternal space of the ‘Siddha’ sculpture.’ 
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Who are Shiva and Shakti?  

Shiva is the Hindu god of creation. Shakti is his consort. Together they balance each other. Shiva is the masculine, 

destructive force and Shakti is the female life giving force. Without each other life cannot be born, die and 

reincarnate.  

Shiva and Shakti are the embodiment of humanity. The genders are equal with different qualities, if there is 

unbalance there is disharmony.  

Encyclopedia Britannica,. (2015). Shiva | Hindu deity. Retrieved 1 October 2015, from http://www.britannica.com/topic/Shiva 

Encyclopedia Britannica,. (2015). Ardhanarishvara | Hindu deity. Retrieved 1 October 2015, from http://www.britannica.com/topic/Ardhanarishvara 

 

http://www.britannica.com/topic/Shiva
http://www.britannica.com/topic/Ardhanarishvara


 

 

Responding 

Use the Aditi Mangaldas Company trailers to identify the differences and similarities between classical and 

contemporary Kathak.  

 

Classical  https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=35&v=JgYvTdK8UEE 

Contemporary  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ard7KR-bk7w 

 

Join the Aditi Mangaldas Dance Company – The Drishtikon Dance Foundation Facebook page to learn more about 

their collaborations all over the world. 

 

Making 

Aditi Mangaldas’ stimulus created the split choreography of Within, a dance of two halves reflecting. 

Knotted Unwrapped 

Inequality  Equality  

Contemporary Kathak    Classical Kathak  

Negativity     Positivity 

Recorded Sound    Live Music 

Shiva      Shakti 

 

Mangaldas uses dance to comment on social issues within her culture.  

 

Create  

Using the method of Aditi Mangaldas, create your own dance: 

 

1. Decide on an issue in society you would like to comment on. 

Investigate how this issue is evident in society due to cultural beliefs. 

 

2. Decide on a style of dance to use that has a classical and contemporary genre.  

 

3. Choreograph a dance in two parts, using the two genres of your chosen dance style: the first which depicts 

the negative aspect of the issue and the second which celebrates the positive about it.  

If possible use costume and lighting to further enhance the differences between the two halves of your 

dance. 

 

4. Perform the dance for feedback. As an audience member, interpret the choreographic intent of your 

classmates’ dance pieces. Describe for the dancers specific moments when you felt it was particularly clear. 

Remember to use dance language. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=35&v=JgYvTdK8UEE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ard7KR-bk7w

